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That first year in Palo Alto we sent a
Christmas card unintelligible to our correspondents
elsewhere. Un der the picture of a pair of white
Orphan-An nie eyeballs peeking from a darkened firep lace festooned with Christmas stockings was the
caption , " r,le rry Christmas out there!," which anyone who has ever studied Ol d En glish under He rbert
De an Merritt knows is really to be g rowled affably
in a breathy bass and in an accent comp ounded of
upper New York S t ate (h is home ), e astern Te nnessee
(where he summered with relatives in his youth) and
Ge rmany (where he studied philology with a legendary scholar he only identified as "The Great Sievers.
Huh!"). Even though the Christmas card neglected
He rb's intrusive "Huh!," a cross between a chortle
and the more conventional interj ec tion, it coul dn 't
help sounding just like him on the mind 's ear; and
every classmate to whom we sent it acknowledged the
joke--without prompting--by greeting us at some time
during the holidays with, "Me rry Christmas out there!"
Mrs. Mo rritt, or "Mama, " a s He rb invariably
called her, was a character in her own right.
I
r ecall a meeting of the Eng lish review club at their
house at which she crawled under the piano and barked
like a dog and later tugged on the skirt of my classmate Thalia Stathas to get her attention, pointed
t o "Papa" sitting across the room between our two
most buxom graduate persons (whose ample decolletage
he was a dmiring with unabashed salaciousness) and
asked, "Isn't he cute?" Whe re but at the He rritts'?
Or who but He rb could keep the attention
graduate students with a routine on apokoinou, a form
of split construction on which he had written his
the sis? "You ' d all recogni ze it, " he said, " ""vpn
if you don't know the fancy name . Sports announcers
use apokoinou all the time:
'The bal l goes to Ca lvelly runs around left end!'
I p-ven use it myself
sometimes:
'Dea r, get out t he Mex ican tray wi ll h old
enough glasses.'
Huh ! "
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Bu t my favorite Merritt story is the I r ter view St ory.
I 't seems that He rb headed the coromi ttee
to cull through job applicants one year at the annual
convention of the Modern La nguage Association. On e
unfortunate candidate, weak of nerve and bladder,
surnrnonned to the S t anford hotel suite for his appointment with t h e committee, expressed at once a need to,
uh, use the, uh, facilities.
He disappeared into
the J o hn.
Silence.
Then the sound of water running
loudly in the basin. Smiles from the committee to
accompany this touching demonstration of male modesty .
(For this was in the bad old days, and there were no
women present.)
De creasing flow of water, sounds of
hands being washed.
Herb, in a loud voice:
"My
father always said, ' Never trust a man who won't
let you hear him pee!' Hu h!"
Which was not the coup de grace, for shortly
after the return of the chastened candidate the phone
rang.
Herb answered and after a moment passed the
phone to the shattered applicant.
"He re! You wanna
talk to Marna? Huh! " Everybody knows that if you
want to be a Badger you just corne along with somebody or other by the bright, shining light, by the
light of the moon; but I'll bet you didn't know t h at
in order to teach English at St anford you have to
pee like a man and talk to Marna .
Al l of which, I m sorry to say, has nothing
whatever to do with my paper; well, no more than, say,
Lew Gatch's opening dissertation on kayak-ing had to
d o with his rock-hound story, or, to take a more
appropriate e x ample , than the sentence, "When the
right virtuous Edward Wotton and I were at the Emperor's court together, we gave ourselves to learn
horsemanship of one Jon Pietro P ugliano " has to do
wiUl Sir Philip Sidney's complex and sophisticated
Defense of Poesy. That was just what the classical
rhetoricians call an exordium or proemium, an introd uction to secure the good will of the audience before you hit them with the serious stuff.*
*Quintihan says in plain La tin that in such a talk as
this it need not be germane; but that it helps if it's
funny .
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Now I know that lately, ever since Ge orge
Ford's hilarious account of his war days in the
Al eutians, we've had a whole rash of papers wibh
t he same sort of p r e face:
"I th ink I've been a member of this club long enough to indulge myself in
an irresponsible paper . " It is your misfortune to
have before you tonight a r~ader for whom the parad igm must be stood upon its head.
I've been a member
long enough to contribute a responsible paper.
So what you're in for is an attempt at a
partial interpretation of the poem you have (or ought
to have ) before you, a text I ' ve chosen for several
reasons.
It belongs to a genre of poetry which I
t hink is sadly undervalued, the personal epistle.
I t 's difficult, which of course makes it a challenge.
Above all, it has been misunderstood, largely because
the most influential editions of this century have
included an emendation which obscures its rhetorical
construction; so much so, in fact, that nearly everyone I know or whose work on it I h ave read endorses
the judgment of the late J. B. Leishman, the dean of
latter-day critics of Donne , that the piece is "a s
a whole, rather gritty and abstract." I hope I c an
persuade you that it merits more than this rather
harsh assessment; and I ' ll try to do it in a way
that avoids ' the worst traits of articles in the
learned journals, or indeed most forms of discourse
by professionals for professionals: t he gamesmanship,
the pretension to knowledge one doesn't have, above
all the rigorous exclusion of any personal involvement with the literature under discussion or of any
suggestion that the writer actually enjoys the stuff.
Without, I h ope, slipping into either sentimentality
of self-indulgence, I've let my hair down a little
to take you into the byways of literary scholarship,
where mental quirks and textual flukes sometimes
conduce to modest d iscoveries.
The poem's author needs no introduction,
but a word about its recipient would not be amiss.
Sir Edward He rbert, later Lord He rbert of Cherbury
(both names were spelled interchangeable Harbert
a nd Charbury in his day), was the eldest son of
the redoubtable Madgalene He rbert and eldest brother
t o Ge orge He rbert the devotional poet. He was born
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in 1583, schooled at Oxford, was knighted by King
James and from 1608 to 1619 pursued a courtly and
military career at home and on the Continent. He
was Ambassador to France from l619 to 1624. Hedropped from public life shortly after his creation
as Lord Herbert in 1629 and retired to religious
and philosophical studies . He is known to students
of intellectual history as one of the first exponents
of comparative religious studies dnd as one of the
first En glish De ists.
In his youth, he was like
his brother George a ceaseless experimenter with the
forms of verse and wrote several lyrics still held
in high repute and regularly anthologized. Donne's
poem was apparently addressed to Herbert while the
latter was with Lord Chandos at the siege of Juliers,
a duchy in the Lowlands, in l610; and it is now thought
that· the occasion for Donne's letter was the receipt
not long before of Herbert's brilliant but difficult
satire, The State Progress of I l l .

. The story of my involvement with the text
begins, I am afraid, with a concession to a mentality most of you would label "pedantic . " The sort of
th ing I mean is amply illustrated in a paper my father
read here nearly thirty years ago and which dealt
with a tribe of Indians living at that time in Fo rt
Thomas.
It seems there was one of these I n dians wh o
was a stickler for historical verisimilitude, who
always insisted that the least detail of appearance
or behavior conform to bookish models. Not for him
the distortions of the typical western or even of the
better pulp fiction; he was always citing such accounts
of the Ol d WGst as could be substantiated by scholarship and could be seen, if only from their relative
d ullness, to repose more in fact than in fantasy.
I t 's hardly s urp rising that the Tr ibe at large found
prosaic the courses he proposed or found the studious
Redsk in himself a little tiresome; the more so because he was notably lacking in that historically
apt primitive guile and tact which might have he lp ed
him to gain by indirection the adaptations his fellows
so often resisted when he bluntly complained (I think
it was about once every twenty minutes at the best
of times), "That 's wrong!"
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If such an I ltdian, being as in this case
the fastest if not the strongest of his clan, should
survive early adolescence, there's every likelihood
he may grow up to have the sort of experience I ve
had with this poem.
I n the late sixties, the availability in
paperback of a superb new edition of Donne's poetry
greatly simplified the teaching of his works. E~': 
cluding anthologies (which are by definition bad
unless one is the editor), the choice before had
been between two Ox ford editions, the scholarly version by Dame Helen Gardner and W. Hilgate in three
expens ive volumes and the IIStandard Authors " t ext, a
redaction of Sir. H. J. C. Grierson's once-definitive
1912 edition with no notes; but now here at last was
a definitive modern text with full notes grounded
in the latest scholarship and gathered into a single
relatively inexpensive volume. The only conceivable
objection to the new Donne arises from the need to transfer all one's comments to new margins; and that, as
great a bore as it is, a teacher really ought to do
every few years anyway, whether, as with some other
hygienic operations, it appears to want doing or not.
An d so it happenned that I was preparing
to teach this poem from the new text for the first
time when I carne down with a bump at lines 47-48.
John Shawcross (the editor, who at the time 1 1m
writing of had an office just down the , hall from me
at Wisconsin) seemed to have made an error. Su rely
there ought to be a semicolon after "credible " and
a comma after "bookes." Luckily, before running around to John to gloat in my best I n dian style ("That's
wrong!"), I t hought to confirm my suspicions by
checking with Grierson and Milgate. Su re enough,
the "Standard Authors" version bore me out, as did
the text in Milgate; but when I c ame to the notes,
I got a surprise : Grierson had in fact emended
the punctuation point, and Milgate had pe rpetuated
the change, explaining that the sense is clearer with
a semicolon after "credi ble" and a comma after " bookes"
and quoting Grierson's paraphrase, "It is because . . .
Herbert has dwelt upon all worthy books that it is
credib l e that he knows man . " Shawcross had accurately
reproduced the First Editi on of 1633, the text which,
except for a few manuscripts not accessible to Donne's
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e x ecu tors, we mu st accept as closest to the author's
intentions, and which in this case agrees with all
e x tant contemporary manuscripts.
P ':~ rhaps I h ad simply never noticed Gri e rson's e mend ation for what it was, or e lse I h ad acc e pted it uncritically. Had the Ox ford e ditors cop i ed
163 3 and only suggested the alteration in their no te s,
it might have been otherwise; b ut, such is the powe r
of the printed word tha t one doesn't visualize how
t he alternative might appear, or what it might imply,
until it too is d own on the page . Wh atever the cas e ,
once I had actually taken note of the punctuation
as you have it, I c ould no longe r live with Grierson's paraphrase, " I t is because • • . He rber t has
dwelt upon all worthy books t hat it is credible that
he knows man. " Mayb e I ' m so far gone in scholarly
squabbling that I n o longer see things for what they
are, but I t hink there is an intellectual issue here
larger than a mere pedantic quib ble. Grierson's
relocation of that semicolon allows a crucial sent ence in one of Donne's b es t - known verse-le t ters
to be read only as hc construes it, while 1633 a dmits
of other construct ions.
I have been able to find
n o s ys t e matic att empt to int erpre t the p o e m which
takes int o account those construction s. The re ough t
to b e one.

Begin to question Grierson and you will
q uickly discover tha t his premises are shaky. Why
assume that the sense is nece ssarily clearer for the
re d uction of p ossible referents for IITh is " t o one
clause in the same sentence with the pronoun? A
r eader of your version c oming upon "This mak es it
credible " is prepared for "This " t o refe r either to
a conclusion already established before the pronou n
or to some illustration which is to follow it. The
pointing of 1633, with o n ly a comma-paus e after "c r e d ible" virtually forces us to paraphrase, " Somethi n g
outside this sentence makes it cre di b le that you
have dwelt upon all worthy books and now k now man . II
The tex t afford s only two feasi b le candi d ates, line s
45-46,
As brave as t rue, is that profe ssion tha n
[meaning " t hen"]
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Which you do use to
man,

make~

that you know

and lines 49-50,
Ac tions are authors, and of those in you
Your friends finde every day a mart of n e w.
Some readers, programmed differently from Grierson,
might not even be distressed if "This " referred to
both.
Posit, for example, an exponent of the socalled "Ne w Criticism , " which was revolutionary in
the 'thirties, orthodox in the 'fifties and old hat
by 1970.
"Aha!" he says, " An ambiguity. Nothing
like a good ambiguity. Al l good poets who e x ploit
the possibilities of language and psychology make
paradoxical use of ambiguity . Why shrink a proposition to one sense if the poem viewed as an independent system of cognitive symbols will support
multiple readings which at first appear to be cont radictory but are in fact complementary and which
taken together will at once lend t he poem an air
of sophisticated complex ity and enrich its meaning?
'This' unites lines 1-46 with lines 49-50, at the
same time identifying both sets of images with
He rbert and giving the poem a formal integrity you
hadn't realized was there."
Or conceive a historian with a flair for
epistemology.
"Ah a! " he cries in his turn, "Donne,
living through the confrontation of the unified,
geocentric world-picture of P t olemy with the fragmented , heliocentric system of Copernicus, living
through the last strugg les between Aristotelian metaphysics and the new empirical science . . . Ah!
Donne fin d s like Sir Thomas Browne that he is that
great and true amphibian, whose destiny is to live
in divi d ed and distinguished worlds~ and that is
why 'this' looks toward both the cumulative, inductive reasoning of lines 1-45 and the deductive final
c ouplet. "
I n my first attempts at the poem I t ried
the war paint of both these hypothetical readers,
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but I found the disguises unsatisfactory unless purged
of their extremes.
':::'he excess of my surrogate "N ?w
Critic" was to run wild in the discovery or even
invention of complexity for its own sake, or, worse,
just to demonstrate his own cleverness; his defect
was to regard the text as almost wholly independent
of its historical setting. The historian would forg et the poet e ntirely and see in his utterance only
an artifact illustrative of certain traits of some
conjectural "Renaissance mind"; or, if he should at
last take note of content for its own sake he would
do so with such singleness of purpose as to ignore
entirely all literary and formal qualities and so
turn the poem into little more than a prosy sermon,
instead of the diverting and complimentary letter
Donne obviously meant it to be.
Therefore seek the mean, and imagine a
composite reader who combines the New Critic's sensitivity to nuances of language and form with the
historian's concern for social and intellectual
setting. Ad d a willingness to study contemporary
rhetorical and epistolary practice by combing
treatises and letters of the period for analogues,
a nd we have a reader who ought to be able to discover in this unpromising piece, " as a whole rather
gritty and abstract, " a virtuosity of logical manipulations, an elegance of form and a depth of generous feeling all the more delightful for being unexpected.
Poking about in the rhetorics isn't quite
so recondite as you might imagine. At least it's
not in my case, for al though I have had some fifteen
years at i t , I seldom begin a new search by consulting my experience alone.
I d o what any reader
armed with a bibliography might do and go straight
to the most convenient modern treatment, Rhetoric
in Shakespeare's Time by Sister Miriam Joseph, a
Ha rbinger paperback first published in 1962. Th is
admirable compendium, actually an abridgment of
the 1947 classic, Shakespeare's Use of the Arts
of Language, is indispensable. As a:matter-or-fact,
except for some material from Thomas Bl undeville,
t o which I was led directly by her discussion, I
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owe to Sister Miriam Joseph all the subsequent quotat ions from the rhetorics; which is hardly surprising,
since her encyclopedic knowledge of the sources seems
unerringly to lead her to the best examples.
Because identical assumptions underlie
both her analysis and our own investigation, I'd
like to quote briefly from Sister Miriam Joseph's
introduction:
The Purpose of this study is to present
to the modern reader the general theory
of composition current in Shakespeare's
En gland. A general theory of composition,
and correlatively of reading, is to be
understood as one which underlies all
special forms . . . in prose or in verse.
The Elizabethan critical essays unequivocally witness to the fact that the art
of composition was then conceived as a
body of precepts laid down in works on
the three arts of language: grammar,
rhetoric, and logic. Since grammar in
its aesthetic aspects is treated in the
works on rhetoric, the general theory of
composition is to be sought in the works
on rhetoric and logic which circulated
in Tudor E~ gland. These include the
Rhetorica ad C. He renniurn, t reatises by
Cicero, QuIntITian and Aristotle, and
Re naissance works directly or indirectly
derived from them and often designed to
lead them . . . the theory in its entire
scope . . . is, with two or three negligible exceptions, illustrated in Shakespeare's play~ and poems, where it contributes to the power and richness of his
language and even of his thought, while
it accounts for certain peculiar differences
between the characteristic mode of expression of his time and of ours . . . I n the
light of this theory it becomes evident,
first, that Shakespeare's development of
his subject matter and his mode of expression . . . are characteristic of his time;
secondly, that he utilized every resource
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of thought and language and thought known
to his time: thirdly, that his genius ,
outrunning precept even while conformin9
to it, transcends that of his contemporaries
and belongs to all time.
An d I fancy the same might apply to John
Donne (said I to meself, said I ) .
I n the jargon of his day, Donne's argument
could be said to progress from maxims t hrough a series
of enthymeme~ to a c o nclusion by rhetorical example.
Maxims, which all men enjoy for their reflection of
universal experience, are also easily incorporated
into more complex structures; for , as Aristotle explains:
A maxim . • . is a statement: not about
a particular fact . • . but of a general
kind . . . about questions of practical
conduct, courses of conduct to be chosen
or avoided . Now an enthymeme is a syllogism dealing with such practical subjects.
I t is therefore roughly true that the premises or conclusions of enthymemes, considered apart from the rest of the argument, are max ims:
. . add the reason
or explanation and the whole thing is an
enthymeme .
Because the enthymeme, in both classical
and Re naissance practice, typically suppress e s one
or more of the three propositions required in a
strict dialectical syllogism, it makes demands upon
an author's tact and upon a reader's imagination.
As with He rb's apokoinou, we all use this mode of
indirection at least in its cruder forms . ':flake
the simple slur:
"On ly a real bounder would run
over his grandmother in the interest of party politics.
Now, I d on't want to cast any aspersions,
but Charles Colson's grandmother was seen at the
Georgetown Sa feway with tread marks on her l eft arm."
An d the principles of the game had been clearly
esta~lished in Donne's time, as we can see from this
admonition by his near-contemporary Abraham Fraunce:
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Strict syllogismes bee never lightly used
among authors, but eyther contracted or
aplified, or els inverted . . . The quickness of mans wit is such, that it conceaveth
the whole sometimes without any proposition,
another while without any assumption, and
now and then it preventeth and foretaketh
the conclusion.
Thus we may surmise that Donne meant for his reader
to be delighted and edified in proportion as he might
vindicate " t he quickness of mans wit ll by responding
aptly to contractions, amplifications or inversions
in a sequence of logical propositions.
Prepared t o do the same, we may return to
the tex t to discover that the poem doesn't have a
proemiur'1 and that its first thirty-two lines are
merely a disjunctive hypothetical syllogism with
supporting illustrations hy analogy and proofs by
enthymeme.
(B e lieve me, it's not so bad as it
sounds; the patient may live.)
Donne begins with an axiom and a corollary
pair of complementary maxims.
Man is a lumpe, where all be asts kneaded bee ,
Wisdome makes him an Arke where all agree;
The foole, in whom these beasts do live at
jarre,
(1-4 )
Is sport to others, and a Theater.
I II what Donne's biographer, R . C. Bald, has called
lIa fantastic elaboration of the idea of man as Noah's
ark," he next expands upon the consequences of folly
a nd the need for man to d iscipline his "beasts,1I a
lesson he underlin e s with,
Else, man n ot onely is the heard of swine,
Bu t he's those devills too, which did incline
Them to a headlong rage, and made them worse:
For man can adde weight to heavens heaviest
curse.
(lS-I8)
'The explanatory component of this enthymeme derives
in turn from the recognition that the soul is con-
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taminated "at our first touch ll by "the poysonous
tincture of Or iginall sinne,1I ( 2 0) which analogy
Donne clarifies by adding,
Fo r, God no such specifique poyson hath
As kills we know not how; his fiercest
wrat h
Hath no antipathy, but may be good
At l e ast for physick, if not for our
food.
( 2 7-30)
We now have the most elementary of Christian premises:
t he major, in lines 1-18 , that as man can be blessed
if he is wise, so he is damned if he is not; and in
lines 19-30 the minor, that as Original Sin poisons
his soul, so man typically corrupts all that he ingests, either literally or metaphorically. There
can be only one conclusion:
Thus man, that might be' his pleasure, is
his rod,
ALd is his devill, that might be his Go d.
( 31-2)

Bu ild ing on this deduction, Donne may assume
the missing premise of his next enthymeme,
Since then our business is, to recti fie
Na ture, to what she was, wee'are le d awry
By them , who man to us in little show.
( 33-35)
This conclusion, which rejects at least any literal
reliance on the favorite El izabethan trope of man as
microcosm, is valid because man can only " r ectifie"
t he consequences of the F a ll insofar as he controls
'
h'1S own nature and so acknowledges
th e lib eas t si l 1n
his heavenly destiny as to make manifest his earthly
superiority. On ly the Wise Ma n of Stoic and Christian
tradition,
. which hath due place assign'd
To' his beasts, and disaforested his mind
(9--10)

appreciates t hat
Greate r then d u e , no for me we can b estow
n n h~m. fnr MA n into himselfe can draw
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Al l, Al l that faith can swallow,' or
reason chaw.
( 36-38 )
And only such a man can render " c ordiall" ( " 2) t o himself and to others "All the round world," which "to
man is but a pill" ( 4 0). Even the return to medi cal imagery reinforces the logical correspondence
with line s 1-32; for when we see that wise men may
safely consume all knowledge by using their faith and
reason as antidotes against Original Sin, we see as
well that those "who man to us in little show" n eglect
t he same preventatives and are thus likely with the
great e r part of mankind to
. . . infus e to what [God] meant for meat,
Corrosiveness, or intens e cold or heat.
( 2 5-26)

F ew enough, in other words, will find the worl d anyth ing bu·t " Poysonous, or purgative " ( 4 2),
Fo r, knowledge kindles Ca lentures [fevers]
in some,
An d is to other icy Opium.
( 11 3-44)
Herbert ought not to have foun d these first
forty-four lines espec ially thorny.
HAving sent
Donne his own " S t ate Progress of I l l, " he cannot
have thought sinewy d isquisitions inappropriate between men of learning, and he almost surely shared
the prevailing view t hat there is no more profound
affirmation of friendship than communication al ong
the wavelength of those first principles which in
that time were held to be the ground bass of humane
conduc t .
(Doesn't one of Donne's most celebrated
epistles begin, " Sir, more then kisses , letters
mingle souls"?)
An d I t hink Ho<:) rbert must as well
have divined by now one of the strategies of the
poem, familiar from many others of the time in the
same vein an d grounded in the same classical models.
Donne implies the protestation of Ben Jonson in an
admirable letter to t he jurist John Se lden:
I k now to whom I write:
He re, I am sure,
Though I am short, I cannot be obscure.
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His own letters to Sir He nry Goodyere, to Sir H,3nry
Wotton and to the Duchess of Bedford, among others,
suggest "time and again the gratifying assumption that
the recipient delights in complexity of thought and
manner . R. C. Bald in his life of Donne goes so
far as to conjecture that the "fantastic elaborat ion" of this poem's imagery mocks He rbert's own
penchant for dark conceits and the kind of compressed
and difficult syntax which critics of the age commended as " strong lines"~ but even if Bald is right,
Donne has only pai d He rbert the additional compliment
of assuming him dispassionate enough to share an
intimate chuckle at what is after all a mutual foible,
for Donne certainly acknowledged with pride his own
n otoriety as a difficult poet. To adapt B ~ n Jonson's
phrase from another splendid epistle, an honest encomium of a worthy man is like a looking-glass, and
yet, " n o false one, but as much! Rc:mov'd, as [he]
from need to have it such."
Nevertheless, if Donne is not to disappoint
his friend's expectation of a more explicit tribute,
he must soon transfer attention from the excellence
of wisdom in general to its particular embodiment in
He rbert. Accordingly, in the next couplet he both
caps his larger argument and deftly applies the whole
of it to He rbert in a single brilliant stroke:
As brave as true, is that profession than
Which you doe use to make~ that you know
man.
( 45 - 4 6 )
'This is in effect an example, a rhetorical form of
which another contemporary Thomas Bl undeville remarks:
n n e x ample is a kind of Argument, wherein
we proceed from one particular to prove
another particular, by reason of some likenes that is betwixt them . . . No twithstanding Aristotle saith , that it may be
reduced partly to an I nduction, and partly
to a syllogisme:
for in taking the first
particular, you may by an unperfect I n duction imply an universall Proposition. ALd
so from that universall Proposition to proceed by order of Syllogisme unto the other
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particular implyed in the conclusion of
the Ex ample, as in this E~ ( ample: J u das
u ied evill: Ergo, Pilate alsoe died evill:
it may be first reduced into an unperfect
I nduction thus: Judas dyed e vill, because
hee was the author of Christ's d eath, a nd
did not repen t: Ergo, Eve ry man that was
author of Chris t s d eath, and did not r e pent, died evill.
I n to a Syllogisme:
Every man that was author of Christs d eath,
and did not repent, died evil: but Pilat
was author of Christs d eath, and did not
repen ot: Ergo, Pilate d ied evill.
Do nne's couplet fits the paradigm; for, although he
has in effect combined the example and the enthymeme
by leaving o u t the second premise of the syllogism
(e xce pt as it is implied in the phrase "which you
d o use to make), the sense in context is clear:
The philosopher who knows man is as brave (in all
senses) a s true; Ergo, Hnrbert is as brave as true.
This may be reduced to the " unperfect I n duction"
that anyone is as brave as true who knows and displays man not " in little," but in the highest "forme
we can bestow/ On him. " Such " c ordiall" understanding
is possible in its turn only for the i d eal wise man
of Ar istotle and Aquinas who ~hath due place assign'd/
To'his b easts, " since only the optimum e xercise of
reason and faith can help man to overcome the "poysonous tincture of Or ignall sinne " and thus "rectifie/
Nature, to what she was." Be cause HD rbert does know
man and does not exhibit any of the failings decried
in the poem's negative illustrations, we may proceed
by ord er of syllogism (just as in the case of that
bounder Co lson, if to a different end) t o conclude
t hat knowl e dge is in no way baneful to him and that
he must therefore be a Wise Man and as brave as true.
P l ease don't complain that the argument is
circular. Th at's half the fun of it. An y example is
by definition circular, since, as B] undeville further
explains,
You must in any wise be sure that the simi litude or likenes of the particulars doe
make to the purpose which you intend, and
that it be the very cause why the Predicate
of the Ar!tecede nt belongeth to the Su bject,
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for otherwise the argument is not good .
All of which means in modern parlance only that the
author of an example must know in advance that his
subject satisfies all conditions for the equivalence
he wishes to establish. Ye t Donne has maintained
plausibly enough the fiction, which must have beguiled He rbp.rt, that he had simply set out in a
ra t her pre achy epistle t o express the beatitude of
the man made a tranuil "lI.rke" b y "Wisdome" an d had
just discovered as if by accident that a "profession "
suited only to paragons of intellect and virtue is,
mirabile dictu , t he very one followed by his friend.
"The quicknes of mans wit" c oupled with normal training in classical rhetoric ought to have enable d He rbert to absorb in a few moments '''hat I have
treated at greater length as an exercise in critical
archaeology. We need not require any reader to identify the climax of the argument by name as an example,
but anyone who is to respond fully to the poem must
at least understand b oth the logic and the form of
t his device, for with his n ext maneuver Donne "outrun[s] precept while conforming to it" by adapting
the same logic and f o r m to the poem as a whole.
This makes it credible, you have dwelt upon
Al l worthy bookes; and now are such an one.
Ac tions are authors, and of those in y o u
Your friends find every day a mart of new.
( 4 7-50)
If we accept Gr ierson's emendation here, we shall conclude with Le ishman that the poem fails somehow to
hang together. Ma ke "This " r efer to nothing outside
the first of these two sentences and that sentence
becomes redundantly rather than wittily circular;
an d , worse, it turns the final sentence into a feeble
non - s e quitur and leaves it dangling by itself.
Rr; a.d
in this way, the poem disintegrates both logically
and aesthetically.
Bu t if we observe the pointing
of 1 63 3 and search out other referents for " TT1is, "
we shall see that t he poem itself exhibits a structure analogous to that of an example; for there are
two complementary demonstrations of He rbert 's \'lOrthi ness and concomitant aptitude for medicin able study,
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the one reflected in his "profession " a nd the other
in his very person.
IIThis" c an b e either the " u nperfect induction" implied by ""Which you doe use to make" and
supported by the argument through line 44; or it
can be the syllogism implied by "Which you do use
to make" and confirmed by that constant supply of
fresh, " n ew" actions of the final couplet, which
publish He rbert's excellence in daily editions.
I n the first case Donne has validated " a n universall
proposition, " in the second its embodiment in Herbert:
p ach makes the other " ('! redible." The economy
of reference inherently elegant, is doubly so for
balancing and uniting forty-five lines of general
discourse with the five devoted to HGrbert.
Do nne has prepared a d evilish if friendly
trap. Arguing from premises unexceptionable to his
contemporaries, he characterizes himself as a discriminating judge of men who would obviously not flatter
lightly and then gracefully pays his friend a compliment almost extravagantly generous . He rbert cannot
reject the poem's praise of himself without ungenerously rejecting as well its author's putative discernment. Moreover, since the poem ingeniously ident ifies him with a "profession" of unexampled e x cellence,
H ~ rbert cannot refuse the compliment without belying
both the "profession" e xplicitly ascribed to him and
the literary sophistication taken for granted in his
implied ability to follow so complicated an argument.
Conceive a He rbert able to requite Donne's virtuosity
as a writer with equal penetration as a reader; conceive him therefore gratifyingly forced to exhibit
and thus to acknowledge in himself the moral, civil
and intellectual excellence which is at once the burden of the poem's logic and the essence of its wit;
an d we must conceive him no less moved by the poet's
magnanimity than instructed by his argument or delighted
both intellectually and aesthetically by the manipulations which balance the long and elaborate " universaIl proposition" with its complementary syllogism.
Conceive this, and I think you must agree that a verse
letter able to yield so many comple x satisfactions
to 50 discerning a reader would indeed be an e.emplary
epistle.
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TO SR. EDWARD "HERBERT.

AT JULYERS.

Man is a lumpe, where all beasts knea ded bee ,
Wisdome makes him an Arke whe re all agree;
The foole, in whom t hese beasts live at jarre,
Is sport to others, and a Theater,
Nor scapes hee so, but is himselfe their prey;
5
All which was man in him, is eate away,
And now his beasts on one another fee d ,
Ye t couple' in anger, and new monsters breed;
How happy' is hee, which hath due place assign' d
To 'his beasts, and disaforested his minde!
10
Empail'd h imselfe to k eepe them out, not in;
Ca n sow, and dares trust corne, where they have bin;
Can use h is horse, goate, wolfe, and every beast,
An d is not Asse himselfe to all the rest.
El se, man not one ly is the heard of swine,
l5
Bu t he's t hose de vills too, which did incline
Them to a headlong rage, and made them worse:
For man can adde weight t o heavens heaviest curs e .
As So ules (t hey say) by our first touch, take in
The poysonous tincture of Original 1 sinne,
20
So , to the punishments which God doth fling,
Our apprehension contributes the sting.
To us, as to his chickins, he doth cast
Hemlocke, and wee as men, his hemlocke taste.
We do infuse to what he meant for meat,
25
Co rrosiveness, or intense cold or heat.
For, God no such spec ifique payson hath
As kills we know not how; his fiercest wrath
Ha th no antipathy, but may be good
At lest for physicke, if n ot for oUr food.
30
Thus man, t hat might be 'his pleasure, is his rod,
An d is his devill, that might be his God.
Since then our business is, to rectifie
Na t u re, to what she was, wee'are led awry
By them who man to u s in little show;
35
Gr eater then due, no forme we can bestow
On him; for Ma n into himselfe can draw
All, Al l his faith can swallow, 'or reason chaw .
All that is fill'd, and all that which doth fill,
Al l the round world, to man is but a pill,
40
I n all it workes not, b ut it is in all
Poysonous, or purgative, or cordiall,
For, knowledge kindles Ca lentures in some,

As 1:
This
Ac ti

(161
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And is to others icy Opium.
As brave as t rue is that profession than
45
Which you doe use to make; that you know man.
Th is makes it credible, you have dwelt upon
All worthy bookes; and now are such an one.
Act ions are authors, and of those in you
Your friends finde every day a mart of new.
50

JOHN DONNE
(1610)

(1633 )

